A week at Pinetree
This week has seen a continuation of pupils working towards both their core and optional
qualification. In what has been an extremely hot week for both pupils and staff, pupils have
dealt with the conditions extremely well and have also had opportunities to work outside and
during Art lessons were drawing their surroundings which look picturesque currently. The week
has seen a continued emphasis on English and Maths, and in particular in English seeing 3 year
10 pupils continue to work towards their English Literature exams have been particularly
pleasing. Below is 2 pieces of writing produced by 2 yr 10’s which includes a 6 page analytical
response to an exam questions on the Christmas Carol and further work on pigeon English.

This week pupils have also been developing their skills in FT and to celebrate the hot weather
have been making their own pasta from scratch using individualised machines. The pupils all
engaged brilliantly and created a range of pasta which include tagliatelle and ravioli. Pupils had
to make this directly from the raw ingredient, roll it, stretch to the right size before putting it
through the machines with different nozzles to get the type they wanted. Pupils really enjoyed
the task and made some excellent pasta dishes.

Pupils have also been producing clay models of their choice during Art lessons this. These are being
made and designed, and made this week ready for painting next week. The pupils also enjoyed drawing
within their natural environment outside this week and took advantage of the stillness. Pupils used tools
and boards to make their creation.

There has also been opportunities for pupils to work outside safely remaining within their bubbles. This
has included both taking their normal class work outside, doing Art and enjoying the landscape and
continuing the work on improving the school garden.

Overall it has been a very productive week at Pinetree and the pupils continue to make good progress
towards their work and even with some difficult temperatures and working conditions did very well.

